Guidelines for the use of public-facing Library blogs

The State Library of New South Wales encourages an informative, creative, tolerant and respectful forum for the participation of all Library clients. The State Library blogs are available to all members of the public.

Acceptable use guidelines

Contributors to the State Library blogs must agree to not post any material that:

- is a commercial promotion
- uses obscene, pornographic or sexually explicit text or images
- harasses, insults or attacks others or portrays any person in a demeaning manner
- is defamatory, fraudulent or unlawful
- discriminates against, harasses or vilifies members of the public or colleagues
- or otherwise violates any law.

Posting comments

Comments posted to State Library blogs must comply with the above guidelines of use and should provide identification of contributor including name and email.

Moderation of comments

All comments will be moderated. Comments will be either approved or not. Comments will not be edited.

Comments will be regularly posted during business hours on Mondays to Fridays. Moderation will be less frequent in the evening and on weekends.

Privacy

The information collected by the State Library and the use of this information is guided by its Web Privacy Statement.

Copyright

Contributors retain copyright to their individual postings. All contributors should assume responsibility for all materials posted and ensure that a high standard of respect for copyright is observed.

Disclaimer

All messages and comments posted to State Library blogs reflect the views of the author/contributor, not the views of State Library, unless the State Library is specifically identified as the author of the communication or indicated by an authorised officer of the Library.

This blog does not represent official State Library of New South Wales communications.

Links to external Internet sites on the State Library web pages do not constitute the Library’s endorsement of the content of these websites. Please read the State Library Website Disclaimer.

Feedback

Feedback about State Library blogs can be given through the website Feedback form.